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APES Agricultural Types

Matching

A. terracing D. organic farming
B. strip cropping E. large-scale industrial farming
C. polyvarietal cultivation

 1  a type of farming that plants several strains of the 
same crop in the same area

 2  a farming practice that involves cutting steps into 
slopes for farming

 3  a type of farming that involves monoculture & 
covers large area; machinges outnumber people

4  cultivations where different crops are grown in 
rows to prevent erosion

5  farming that actively avoids the use of herbicides, 
pesticides, and human-made fertilizers in favor of 
natural cultivation

A. agroforestry D. monoculture farming
B. conservation tillage farming E. plantation farming
C. intercropping

 6  when crops are grown between plants of a 
different kind

 7  a type of farming that incorporates the cultivation 
of trees

 8  a type of farming that involves planting only one 
type of one crop, often over large areas

9  a type of farming that leaves the remains of last 
year’s crop on the ground rather than clearing it 
away totally

10  a form of agriculture usually where one type of 
plant is grown for solely profit-based reasons

A. subsistence farming D. polyculture farming
B. shifting cultivation E. alley cropping
C. contour farming

 11  the planting of rows of trees between tows of 
crops

 12  a small scale farming typical of developing 
nations where a family farms just enough land to 
feed themselves

 13  any type of farming not limited to a single variety 
of a single crop

14  a type of farming that plows according to 
elevation contours

15  a practice that involves using land for as long as 
it is fertile and moving to a different area once 
the previous land is drained of its nutrients
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APES Agricultural Types
Answer Section

MATCHING

 1  ANS: C PTS: 1

 2  ANS: A PTS: 1

 3  ANS: E PTS: 1

 4  ANS: B PTS: 1

 5  ANS: D PTS: 1

 6  ANS: C PTS: 1

 7  ANS: A PTS: 1

 8  ANS: D PTS: 1

 9  ANS: B PTS: 1

 10  ANS: E PTS: 1

 11  ANS: E PTS: 1

 12  ANS: A PTS: 1

 13  ANS: D PTS: 1

 14  ANS: C PTS: 1

 15  ANS: B PTS: 1


